Information contained in the Ministry of Justice
Data First: Cross-Justice System - England and Wales linked dataset

Data First probation dataset
- Offender characteristics
- Community order requirements
- Post sentence supervision requirements
- Terminations and breaches
- Licence conditions
- Recalls

Data First prisoner custodial journey level dataset
- Offender characteristics
- Information about sentence and release
- Main offence information
- Movements between prisons, and into & out of prison
- Remand and recalls
- Safety in custody incidents

Data First civil court dataset
- Parties to civil cases, including claimants and defendants
- Details of civil county court and possession cases
- Events within cases
- Hearings
- Warrants
- Judgments made

Data First Crown Court defendant case level dataset
- Defendant characteristics
- Details of all offences in case
- Case timings and hearings
- Sentencing
- Trial, sentencing and appeal cases

Data First magistrates’ courts defendant case level dataset
- Defendant characteristics
- Details of all offences in case
- Case timings and hearings
- Plea and finding
- Sentencing
- Includes Youth Court and civil magistrates’ cases

Data First family court dataset
- Events within cases
- Applications and orders made
- Hearings
- Parties to family cases, including adults and children
- Details of private and public law, divorce and adoption cases
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